


EXECUTIVE BOARD

ABOUT KAPF
VISION:

Our vision is to have a united Kenyan American community 
working together to enhance their spiritual, economic and 

social welfare. 

MISSION: 
1. To bring all the Kenyan Pastors living in the New England region together into one fellowship. 
2. To fellowship, serve God and to fulfill the Great Commission of Jesus Christ as set forth in Matthew
    28:19-20 and other similar texts. 
3. To work towards unifying the Kenyan American community in NE. 
4. To serve the needs of the Kenyan American community by liaising and connecting with other 
     established institutions to better the lives of the community. 
5. To establish other organizations/bodies to serve the needs /functions of the Kenyan American 
    community. 
6. To serve and provide appropriate Christian leadership, counsel, guidance and direction to the 
    Kenyan American Community in the NE area. 
7. To establish an effective communication media network in order to allow a flow of information within
    the Kenyan American community.   

ANNUAL CONFERENCES
Easter Conference takes place in March/April
Jamhuri/Christmas Conference takes place in December

All people are welcome to our conferences. The venues change from time to time.
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EDITOR’S NOTE - 
MENTORSHIP

By Bishop Carl Phillip Kihato

Mentorship is an important thing during our times. Knowledge, skills, 
experience are often passed over from one generation to another 

through a mentorship process. The Free Online Dictionary defines a 
mentor as one who advises another, especially officially or profession-
ally: adviser, consultant, counselor”. Mentoring in turn is giving recom-
mendations to someone about a decision or course of action; to advice; 
to counsel; or to recommend. In very simple language, mentorship can 
be defined as a relationship in which a more experienced or more knowl-
edgeable person helps to guide a less experienced or less knowledge-
able person. The mentor may be older or younger than the person being 
mentored, but he or she must have a certain area of expertise. The 
person in receipt of mentorship may be referred to as a protégé (male), 
a protégée (female), The mentor may be referred to as a godfather or 
godmother.

The Bible says, “Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend.” Prov. 27: 17(KJV). 
Life’s most persistent and urgent question is, ‘What are you doing for others?’” (Martin Luther King, Jr.) In 
1940, Professor Mays became president of Morehouse College where four years later he would become the 
mentor to a remarkable 15-year old Black boy, Martin Luther King, Jr. Over the course of his short life, Dr. King 
changed the face of American society, and his courage and compassion for humanity are an inspiration to mil-
lions of people. Many know King was a follower of Mahatma Gandhi, but Dr. King never met Gandhi. If it was 
not for one of his mentors, Howard Thurman (his professor at Boston University) and other like Bayard Rustin, 
it is possible that Dr. King may have not embraced the core value of nonviolence.

In Matthew 28:19-20 Jesus commissioned his disciples to “… make disciples of all nations, baptizing them 
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you (NIV).” The biblical imperative in this statement is to “make disciples.” Among Jesus’ last 
words was the command to make disciples of diverse groups as his followers went about their daily rituals. 
This is the Great Commission. Likewise, Jesus taught his disciples that the entire law of the prophets and the 
Old Testament was summarized in the Great Commandment - the command to love (Matt. 22:37). The com-
mitment to love is relational between us, God, and other people. When we commit to mentoring as intentional 
discipleship, we are embracing both the Great Commission and the Great Commandment. This commitment 
collectively builds us up as a community of believers in the body of Christ (Ephesians 4:11-16). The church 
desperately needs every believer engaged in this mission, as does the world.

In Acts 9, Paul a new convert met Barnabas who brought the word of God into his life. It was Barnabas who 
reached out to this new believer with a past that had been vehemently opposed to Christians. The believers at 
the church in Jerusalem were understandably skeptical, but Barnabas bridged the gap and built relationships 
not only with Paul himself, but also between Paul and the church family. Barnabas became a mentor for Paul. 
Later, in Acts 11, when Barnabas was sent out to check on reports of new believers in other regions, he found 
a thriving group of believers in Antioch who needed shepherding and a church planted for their support and 
ministry. Barnabas again reached out to young Paul and asked him to come and assist in this church planting 
ministry. Every servant of the Lord needs a mentor in his life. They need someone that is older than them-
selves in years and in ministry who can be a resource of wisdom, knowledge, and experience. to reproduce 
what God had done with them in Antioch.
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The mentoring relationship that existed between Paul and Timothy is clearly depicted in the New Testament. 
A careful examination of this relationship as it progressed reveals Paul’s approach to mentoring Timothy as 
a minister of the gospel. This approach includes:  carefully selecting and training as the right person for the 
job, equipping him for the tasks of ministry, empowering him for success, employing him for effectiveness, 
and communicating the value of their relationship. Paul recognized the importance of equipping a successor 
to carry on the gospel message after his life and ministry were over. Specifically, Paul believed that his life 
was nearing its end, stating, “I am already being poured out like a drink offering, and the time has come for 
my departure. I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith.” To leave his earthly 
ministry without establishing a means for its continuation would contradict his overarching message to Timothy, 
which was to be strong in the preaching of the Word. He also encouraged Timothy to “discharge all the duties 
of your ministry,” Thus reminding Timothy to develop his own successor in the future. In finding his own suc-
cessor, Paul sought the right man for the job, relying on the Holy Spirit’s leading. Acts 16:1-3, explains how 
Paul met Timothy and beginning of the mentoring process. 

According to Lawrence Neisent, 2017, 71% of people between 18-23 drop out of church for at least a year 
even if actively involved in roles of youth leadership, etc. If an older adult stays in touch with them this drops 
dramatically. A text every other week is enough of a contact to cut that statistic by 50%! Paul embraces next 
generation leaders to encourage them forward in the call of God. 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus are known as the 
three pastoral letters. When we understand the generational plan for our faith the young are validated and the 
aged are valued. Elisha saw Elijah as a part of his destiny rather than a hindrance to the new thing God was 
doing. 1 Tim 1:3-6 …command certain people not to…things (that) promote controversial speculations rather 
than advancing God’s work—which is by faith. The goal of this command is love, which comes from a pure 
heart and a good conscience and a sincere faith. Some have departed from these and have turned to mean-
ingless talk.

The Bible should be read reverently with desire for obedience. Sensationalist distractions have been a problem 
from the beginning. Some people just want to chase ideas that stir up controversy enjoying the attention that 
comes from the controversy. The goal of God’s commands are love from a pure heart, a good conscience and 
a sincere faith.  Paul’s encouragement to young Timothy was a fatherly encouragement to be true to himself, 
rather than feeling the need to present something else. Friends are inclined toward reputation discovered by 
what friends you identify with, “the in crowd”, jocks, nerds, etc. Fathers are inclined toward character more than 
reputation. Your reputation is who others think you are. Your character describes who you are. “1 Tim 4:12-15 
reminds us “Don’t let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an example for the believers in 
speech, in conduct, in love, in faith and in purity. Until I come, devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture, 
to preaching and to teaching. Do not neglect your gift, which was given you through prophecy when the body 
of elders laid their hands on you. Be diligent in these matters; give yourself wholly to them, so that everyone 
may see your progress”.

In the US, there are many mentoring programs. These can be either a standalone program or part of a training 
and development program within an organization. Organizations, including Federal agencies run standalone 
formal mentoring programs to enhance career and personal development. Not all mentoring relationships are 
formed through formal programs. Informal mentoring programs may also be effective in organizations to help 
facilitate these relationships. Informal mentoring can take two forms: Flash Mentoring which is a one-time 
meeting that enables an individual seek guidance from a more experienced. The concept was created by a 
group of mid-career Federal employees passionate about leadership and leadership development. Speed 
Mentoring is a time-controlled environment where individuals receive information from one or more mentors. 
Mentoring aims at solving problems and staying current. We can use this effectively to make future generations 
better. Let us do our part.

Bishop Kihato is the General Overseer of ANCOR Christian Church; President of Kaleo College, Kenya; Ex-
ecutive Secretary of Kenyan American Pastors’ Fellowship (KAPF); and a United States Army Chaplain. His 
sermons are available in his YouTube Channel – Bishop Carl Phillip Kihato. He is also on FaceBook as Bishop 
Carl, Bishop Carl Phillip Kihato and Bishop Kihato.

JAMHURI Magazine
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ANCOR CHRISTIAN 
CHURCH 

55 Lewiston St,
Brockton, MA 02302

Sunday Service:
12 PM to 2 PM

PHONE: 857 247 7404

E-MAIL: antabor2009@gmail.com 

Like us on Facebook @ ANCOR Christian Church

Our Sermons are available in our YouTube Channel 
under Bishop Carl Phillip Kihato

VISION: To raise a godly and united body of Christ 
in which God is constantly experienced through His 
presence, power, word, healing, salvation, 
deliverance, miracles, signs and wonders.

KALEO COLLEGE 
Kaleo College,
Along Kangema - 
Gacharage Road (C70)
P.O. Box 416 - 10202,
Kangema, Kenya.

CELL 1: +254 799 023 005
CELL 2: +254 718 399 118

E-MAIL: kaleobin@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.kaleocollege.ac.ke 
Facebook Page @ Kaleo College

COURSES OFFERED:
2 Year Certificates  & 3 Year Diplomas in:
 1. Theological Studies
 2. Community Development & Social Work
 3. Computer studies

Accredited by the Kenyan Government through 
Technical and Vocational Education and Training 
Association (TVETA).

JAMHURI Magazine
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
 

Independence Day reminds us of all the sacrifices our freedom 
fighters made to Free Kenya from the clutches of British rule. 

We all have read our freedom fighters’ struggle, the sacrifices 
they made and in the process how thousands lost their lives to 
get the national independence. 

On this Independence Day, let us remember those who sacri-
ficed their lives for the nation. In the last five decades (55 Years) 
of Independence, Kenya has made progress in every field, from 
Education to Great achievements. People from all walks of life 
and every section of the society celebrate the feeling of being 
independent. The spirit of patriotism comes live with decorations 
in offices, school and public places. Many celebrate the day by 
sharing heartfelt messages, wishes, videos and songs on social 
media.

On the occasion of Independence Day 2018, I bring to you 
images and wishes to share: -

Our flag does not fly because the wind moves it. It flies with the last breath of each Freedom Fighter who 
died to protect it. This gives us strength to say Happy Independence Day! We have Freedom in the mind, 
Faith in the words, and Pride in our hearts & Memories in our souls.

Let’s salute, the Kenyan nation on Independence Day. We as Kenyans in America or Diaspora Feel the 
pride of being the part of such a glorious nation. Be the cause of unity, Fight against corruption, Flair the 
flag of our nation and Celebrate this day with silent prayers of thanks to God and our heroes who made it 
possible for us to live in a free nation so that our country is breathing this day. Never forget the Goodness 
of our God towards our Nation and our heroes’ sacrifices, saluting them as they made it possible. Let us 
rejoice in happiness and indulge in celebration - Happy Independence Day. 

I also would like to take a moment to wish you a very Merry Christmas. During this season, we will be 
celebrating Hope, Peace, Love and Joy that came on this day through the Birth of our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ. I pray that all four of these would fill your life in every way this Christmas and beyond. I am 
grateful to God. This Christmas, as in all previous years, we celebrate “Immanuel” (God with us). Without 
Christ’s presence among us we would be lost. Through God’s presence working within us we are being 
healed, transformed, reconciled and made whole. I pray you have a fantastic Christmas. 

Finally, I would like to take a moment to say thank you. I am so grateful for the Kenyan community and 
how we have served one another so sacrificially this past year. Whether it’s leading individual community 
groups; shepherding Churches; serving community needs; setting up and attending worship places or any 
one of the countless other (usually unseen) tasks that keep our community running, I am grateful. 

Thank you so much for all you do! Have a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

Rev. Dr. Charles Karanja Ephantus
President KAPF
PEFA

JAMHURI Magazine
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SOCIAL MEDIA 

By Editorial

The 20th Century has been marked by tremendous 
developments in technology, among them Social 

Media which includes applications such as WhatsApp, 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc. The access of internet 
and mobile phones, laptops and affordable cyber café 
charges has virtually reduced the world into a global vil-
lage. People can now link up and interact easily all over 
the world.

Social media interaction comes along with many nega-
tives which have affected people of all walks of life, 

young and old, rich and poor etc. As a matter of fact, it has killed relationships as one or both parties become 
addicts therefore no quality time for each other. Its easy access exposes even children to explicit programs 
such as pornography influencing the viewers to emulate the actors. 

It is sad to note some people will use their savings to buy Internet networks and data bundles which results to 
inability to provide basic needs to themselves and their families. In addition, many are left in debt as they bor-
row money to buy gadgets such as buy smartphones, smart TV and to access internet. 

Researchers say 80% of middle aged generation rarely reads books, newspapers, magazines etc. because all 
their time is spent on social media. Others will cause accidents and traffic jams from negligence as they try to 
chat. In many cases people are mentally and emotionally affected as they try to compare themselves to others 
as people are always displaying on their walls the cars they drive, houses they live in, schools they take their 
children to. Eventually, many are left discouraged and demoralized resulting to stress and depression.

On the other hand, social media can be of great help. The interaction, sharing, knowing each other are some 
of the benefits that we cannot overlook. For instance: It’s one of the fastest means of communication that can 
reach thousands of people in the twinkle of an eye. 

Social media has been a platform of great help in the 
corporate world and market place especially in advertis-
ing of the products, looking for qualified personnel for 
certain positions, advertising cars, houses, real estate 
etc. Through this platform there has been noticeable 
economy growth and creation of employments. 

Social media has played a big role in the healing of 
people through motivational messages, preaching and 
inspirational posts. People going through hardships, 
addictions, rejections, sicknesses and heartbreak in the 
society have had their hope restored by these messages and they’ve changed for the better. 

Social media has made us also appreciate the beauty of diversity. It helps the public to express their opinions 
freely. This platform breaks the ice between the middle class and the prominent. For instance, we can freely 
ask questions to a government leader without fear. 

Use of social media by the right people at the right time, doing the right thing and with the right motive, it is one 
of the greatest innovation that has ever been introduced to us and if used well, it can benefit us and the gen-
erations to come.
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Rev. John & Alice Wesonga

Pastor Anthony Wanjohi

Rev. Charles Kihiko

Dr. Festus Kavale

Rev. Fredrick Thanji

Pastor Stanely Kariuki

Rev. Dr. Charles E. Karanja

Rev. Jeremiah Githere

Bishop Carl Philip Kihato

Rev. Dr. John & Pastor Naomi Mwaniki

Pastor Peter Maina

Rev. Dr. Joseph Kimatu Rev. Joseph Waiyaki

Pastors John & Joanne Wachira Pastor Kennedy Nyagah

Ven. Samuel Kimohu Pastor Justus Munyasya

Pastor David Ndungu

Rev. Stanley Mwea Pastor Lucy Njoki Paynter

KAPF PASTORS IN NEW ENGLAND
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Ven. Peter Gachathi

Fr. Robert Gichuru

Rev. Joseph Ngotho

Rev. Cyrus Irungu

Rev. Christopher & Mrs. Kamau

Bishop David Karaya

Rev. Peter Kiama

Rev. Dorcas Karanja

Rev. Jamleck Kiki Wairimu

Rev. Ngarama

Rev. Ekira Muriithi Pastor Ben Njuru

Rev. Dr. James K. Githitu Rev. Judy Wachaga

Pastor Joseph Nyamoki

Rev. Josephat Mithiga

Rev. Moses Gathecha

Rev. Gerald Wahome

KAPF PASTORS IN NEW ENGLAND
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Rev. Johnson & Cecilia Irungu

Pastor Livingstone Mwaura



Rev. Dr.  Francis K. Gikonyo
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Ven. Dorcas Albrecht

Pastors James & Irene Gitau

Pastor Joanne Wachira
(Spouse, Pastor Wachira)

Rev. Charles Otipo

Pastor Shikoh

Mrs. Agnes Kangethe
(Spouse, Rev. Kangethe)

Rev. Dr. Mbagara

Mrs. Doreen Otipo
(Spouse, Rev. Otipo)

Min. Teresia Wamaitha Kariuki
(Spouse, Rev. Jamleck)

Pastor Ann Waiyaki
(Spouse, Rev. Waiyaki)

Mrs. Anne Kavale
(Spouse, Rev. Kavale)

Mrs. Margaret Kimohu
(Spouse, Ven. Kimohu)

Rev. Isaac Kangethe

Pastor George Rev. Eliud Mwangi

Pastor Joshua Peterson

Mrs. Rose Karaya
(Spouse, Bishop Karaya)

Pastor Faith Mbuthia

Mrs. Damaris Gathecha
(Spouse, Rev. Gathecha)

KAPF PASTORS IN NEW ENGLAND
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NAVIGATING THE 
CHALLENGES OF A 
NEW CULTURE AND 

SCHOOLS 

By Rosalid Kimani, Student Counselor (Bridgewater, MA)

Adjusting to a new culture for majority of immigrants is not a bed of roses. 
Whereas some people find it easy to blend into a new environment with 

all the changes that come with it, there are those in the community of immigrants that struggle to leave the cultures 
and traditions in which they were brought up and embrace the culture of the host community. The Kenyan communi-
ties in the diaspora are not an exception with the youth and children bearing the heaviest load.  Most of the strug-
gles faced by the Kenyan-American youth and children are as a result of cultural differences, new school system, 
drugs and substance abuse, parental guidance and expectations and lack of accessible support system. 
 
For any immigrant to the United States, when asked to state one challenge they faced when they moved to the 
country, cultural conflict is almost always at the top of the list.  It is extremely confusing to our youth and children 
when they are expected to juggle between the American culture at school and the Kenyan culture at home. As a 
result, the children end up in the middle, with their parents demanding allegiance to the culture they grew up in and 
their peers expecting them to embrace the American culture in order to fit in their groups. It is apparent in this situa-
tion that the children end in identity crisis as they cannot clearly identify with either group.  
 
Another challenge faced by the youth and children is the American system of education which is totally different from 
the system most parents went through. Whereas it is the norm for a parent to send his/her child to school in Kenya 
and leave the rest to the teacher, the American parent must play an active role in his/her child’s education. This 
includes doing homework together, attending parent-teacher conferences, open houses and keeping an open line of 
communication with the teachers.  Parents also should learn to be their children’s advocates. They should be aware 
of school support systems such as Guidance Counselors, School Adjustment Counselors, School Social Workers, 
Academic advisors for college students and other school support staff. 
 
Drugs, substance use and abuse, sex and gender issues in the schools are topics that many would rather not ad-
dress with their children.  Many will argue that these are non-issues with Kenyan children but the truth is that we 
have not been socialized to confront the issues directly. However, the reality is that our children are confronting 
these issues on a daily basis at school, in churches and with their peers in the communities where they live.  Unless 
we take a bold step and hold open informative discussions with our children, we are likely to experience the nega-
tive effects stemming from a lack of these discussions. 
 
Setting challenging but realistic goals with our children is key to their success in life. We are all aware that parents 
want the best for their children. However, it is important to understand that not all children will be doctors, presidents 
or NBA players.  As such, we should be flexible in assisting our children make college and career choices and plans. 
Schools have personnel specifically dealing with college choices and parents should seek their guidance. It is also 
apt for our children to have a mentor within our communities who can guide them towards their career of choice.
 
In this capitalistic economy, we are not oblivious of the delicate balance parents and guardians have to strike be-
tween meeting the needs of the children and being there for them when needed.  There are also family dynamics 
that cannot be ignored. That’s why, to quote an African proverb, “It takes a village to raise a child.” Let’s all join 
hands and help each other as a community. Church and community leaders have a big role to play in bringing 
people together and addressing these issues as a community. We need each other now more than before. 

Mrs. Kimani holds a Bachelor of Education Degree from Kenyatta University; a Master of Science Degree from Bridgewater State Uni-
versity and a Master of Education Degree from University of Massachusetts. She is  licensed Guidance Counsellor and works at City on 
a Hill Public Charter High School in New Bedford, MA.

JAMHURI Magazine
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INTERNATIONAL FAITH OUTREACH MINISTRY
CCF Ministries 
Springfield

Rev, John Wesonga (Senior Pastor) 
Pastor Alice Wesonga (Co-Pastor)

Location: 93 Meadowbrook Rd, 
Eastlongmeadow, MA 01028
Phone: 413-224-1984 or 413-244-0876
Fax: 413-224-2558
www.ifomchurch.org
Email: ifoministry@hotmail.com

Service: Sunday. 10:00am
Wednesday: 7:00pm
Saturday: 6:30pm
Several Programs for Children & Youth con-
tact church for details.

ALL NATIONS PRES-
BYTERIAN CHURCH

Our vision is to 
worship, to 

teach, to Evangelize 
and to do Mission 
work to all National-
ities, hence, fulfilling 
the greatest commis-
sion of Jesus Christ.

We are located at 184 West Boylston St, 
West Boylston MA 01583
 
Our service start at 11am to 1:30 pm.
Sunday School from 12 pm to 130 pm.
Youth meets every Monday at 7 pm.
Praise & Worship every other Monday/Friday at 5 pm. 
Men and Women fellowships meet Sundays in the after-
noon.
 
Wapendwa, nawaombea Jamuhuri na Christmasi iliyojaa 
furaha na baraka za Mungu.
Pastor Moses Gathecha Mugo. Tel: 978-761-5131 

Ushindi is a God loving Church that takes the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ seriously. We are committed to living 

in a Christian way and to do the Will of our God who has 
called us to be what and who we are. Our goal in ministry 
is to work together with people of all faiths in achieving 
the main goal of the Church: To glorify God and to do the 
work of Jesus Christ of bringing the world to him (John 
15:16).  Come worship with us. 

Our services: 
Wednesdays: 10-11 am (Prayer Time.) 
Saturdays: 9am-11 am (youth Meeting) 
Sundays: 11 am-1pm (Sunday Worship Service) 

You can reach us: 
Ushindipres@gmail.com 
Tel. 404-384-1729 (Pastor’s No.) 
Any time. 
Office No. 978-452-0442 (on 
Wednesdays). 

The Pastor is the 
Rev. Dr. Joseph M. Kimatu.

JAMHURI Magazine
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CALVARY EVANGELICAL CHURCH
Calvary Evangelical Church is a dynamic, multi-

cultural church reaching out to the world with the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. 

The church which opened its doors in 2009 under 
the Leadership of Reverend Kihiko started with a few 
families but has developed into a vibrant, enriched 
congregation that is engaging its congregation meeting 
the spiritual and physical needs and stirring each other 
even as they anticipate for Christ’s return. The Church 
is located at 1934 Lakeview Road, Dracut, Massachu-
setts.  

The church meets for worship every Sunday between 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM with Sunday school meeting 
12:00PM- 1:00 PM. Bible study is every Friday 9:30AM – 11:00 AM.

Vision:
The church is devoted to develop believers to Christ like 
maturity and teaching them to obey everything Christ 
commanded in the scriptures.

Mission:
The vision of Calvary evangelical church rests on the foundation of loving Jesus 
Christ, and living obediently to his word. That foundation, in turn, supports five 
strategic pillars: The word of God, Prayers, Praise, Holiness and Giving.

Contact: Reverend Charles Kihiko # 978 323-9911
or 978 857-9289

Rev. Charles & Jane 
Kihiko

Rev. Charles & 
Doreen Otipo

Rev. & Mrs. Godfrey 
Kiiru

JAMHURI Magazine
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DEPRESSION 

By Rev. Dr. Joseph Kimatu; 
Pastor, Chaplain, Counselor, Gospel Singer & Author (Springfield and Lowell, MA)

Depression is a health condition. The Mayo Clinic defines it this way: “Depression 
is a mood disorder that causes persistent feeling of sadness and loss of interest. 

Also called major depressive disorder or clinical depression, it affects how you feel, 
how you think, and how you behave, and can lead to a variety of emotional and 
physical problems. You may have trouble doing normal day-to-day activities, and 
sometimes you may feel as if life isn’t worth living.”

From this definition, we may conclude that depression is a serious health challenge. 
It’s a disease that needs attention. It’s usually characterized by feelings of sadness or 

lack of interest. When left unattended, depression can lead to a range of behavioral and physical symptoms. These may 
include changes in sleep, appetite, energy level, daily behavior and self-esteem. Depression is also closely associated 
with thoughts of wanting to hurt one self and in severe cases, suicide. For the lucky ones, depression occurs once in their 
lives. For the unfortunate others, they may suffer multiple episodes. During such occurrences, symptoms of depression 
may occur sporadically or consistently. Depression attacks both the young and the old.
 
To diagnose Depression, doctors use a tool called the “Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5)” 
that was prepared by the American Psychiatric Association. These are the signs they look for:
 
   • Feelings of sadness, tearfulness, emptiness or hopelessness
   • Angry outbursts, irritability or frustration, even over small matters
   • Loss of interest or pleasure in most or all normal activities, such as sex, hobbies or 
sports
   • Sleep disturbances, including insomnia (lackofsleep) or sleeping too much
   • Tiredness or lack of energy, so even small tasks take extra effort
   • Reduced appetite and weight loss or increased cravings for food and weight gain
   • Anxiety, agitation or restlessness
   • Slowed thinking, speaking or body movements
   • Feelings of worthlessness or guilt, fixating on past failures or self-blame
   • Trouble thinking, concentrating, making decisions and remembering things
   • Frequent or recurrent thoughts of death, suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts or suicide
   • Unexplained physical problems, such as back pains or headaches.
 
Symptoms of Depression if severe enough cause noticeable problems in one’s relationships 
as well as daily activities. Work, school, social activities are affected. But there is help: One 
does not have to suffer alone or fear to be isolated by others. Depression like any other 
disease is a clinical problem and can be cured or controlled. People suffering from depres-
sion usually get better with 
psychological counseling, medication or a combination of both.
In this country we live in, one of the most common mental disorders is Major Depression. According to the Medical 
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) report of 2016 that was released in August 2018, 16.2 million adults in the United States 
had at least one depressive episode. That represents between 6 and 7% of the population. Adult females were the most 
affected (8.5%) compared to males (4.8%). The highest number of people with depressive episodes was highest amongst 
young people aged 18-25 years (10.9%). Of that number, Females are again the majority.
We might think these statistics are not for us, but we too are in it. Depression affects us all.
This is made even worse by the pressures we face every day. In a foreign land, living a life that is foreign to us, facing 
challenges that we were not prepared for, living in communities that are new to us, working in fields we never thought we 
would, being separated from our loved ones on the other side of the continent, lack of close confidants and sometimes 
not finding genuine friends, not mentioning unmet needs and frustrations, exacerbates the situation and leave us prone to 
Depression.
 
Depression, however, should be treated like any other disease. We shouldn’t put a stigma to it. We shouldn’t hide it. If we 
want to be helped, we need to come out and speak about it. If one feels they have come to the end of the road, call The 
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (1 800 273 TALK, 1800 273 8255). Alternatively, contact your minister/pastor, spiri-
tual leader or any person in your faith community or the local community. Do not suffer alone. There’s help nearby. Most 
importantly, if the pain persists see a doctor (Maumivu yakizidi Muone Daktari).

JAMHURI Magazine
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DIVINE GOSPEL MINISTRIES
Sunday Services:
Main Service  
10:30 AM to 12:30 PM
 
Kikuyu Service:
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM  
(Kigocho Hour) 
 
Wednesday Fellowship: 
6 PM to 8 PM
 
Divine Gospel Ministries, 
65 Tainter St, 
Worcester, MA 01610
 
All are welcome.
Tel: 508-410-9951
 
Rev. Christopher & Frasiah Kamau
 
www.divinegospelministries.org 
A Praise and Worship Center

JAMHURI Magazine
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CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS, North Reading

Our mission is to preach the word of God to all people, 
make disciples of Jesus in all races. Be fully devoted 

followers of Jesus Christ and guide all into receiving the 
Kingdom of God.

Venue: 235 Park St. North Reading, MA, 01864
Tel: 781-420-6598
Email: ourchurchofallnations@gmail.com
Sunday Worship: 11am – 1pm 
Bible Study every Monday: 7pm - 8.30pm

He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach the 
gospel to all creation. Mark 16:15 (NIV)

“So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, 
for I am your God. I will strengthen you and help you; 
I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.” Isaiah 
41:10 (NIV)                                                                  
Rev. Johnson Irungu

FAITH ANGLICAN CHURCH
Faith Anglican Church is located at 1527 Middlesex Street, Lowell, MA 01851, 35 miles North of Boston.

The church is under the leadership of Bishop William Murdock who’s Diocese is known as Anglican Diocese of New 
England. Bishop Murdock was consecrated in kenya 
by the then ACK Anglican Archbishop of kenya  Rt. 
Rev. Bishop Zimbi. Upon his anointing Murdock now 
oversees many Anglican churches in New England.

Liturgy is well followed by using the Book of common 
prayers during the regular service and in the Holy 
Communion services.

Languages popularly followed are both English and 
Kiswahili. Diversity...the service is composed of vari-
ous people from KENYA, CONGO and the USA. 
Worshippers really enjoy dancing to the Lingala tunes 
as they praise and worship.

Our mission is to preach the Gospel under all circumstances.

Worship Service: Sunday Morning, 11:00am-1:00pm
Bible Study: Tuesdays, 6:00pm-7:30pm
 
We wish to welcome everybody to come and worship with us and God will increasingly and abundantly continue to bless 
us. Karibuni and Merry Christmas !

JAMHURI Magazine
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GRACE INTERNATIONAL CHURCH (GIC)

May the joy of knowing our wonderful Lord Jesus fill your hearts and 
homes in this holiday season, and may the reality of His presence 

draw you closer to Him each day in the coming year. We wish everyone a 
very Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

GIC is a place where we:
• Build a healthy, Christ-centered  fellowship of believers where God is 
worshipped and people are nurtured and helped to mature as followers of 
Jesus Christ.
• Providing sound biblical teaching through our service, in a  very personal , 
relevant and meaningful way  to  people of diverse backgrounds and ages.
• Express the love of God to all, through the work of the Holy Spirit in our 
lives and Jesus can be understood, and experienced.

• We Share the love of Christ, acknowledging that we can learn from one another and that Christ’s love goes 
beyond our ethnic background.

JAMHURI Magazine
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MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL? 
BOUNCE ON BOLDNESS; SEEK HELP! 

By Pastor Lucy Paynter; 
Pastor, Counsellor and Author)

Emotional pain is not a closet secret! Over my years in the study of mental 
health and emotional wellness, I have discovered some disturbing realities. 

One, mental wealth and emotional wellness have been treated like ‘special case’ 
health issues. There are numerous entrenched stereotypes and stigmas associ-
ated with mental wellness. How people came about separating the mind and the 
rest of the human functioning, is a mystery whose history I might not delve into 
here. While I desist from venturing into the history, I can quite boldly assert that 
with awareness, the attitudes of people towards mental and emotional wellness 
are changing. 
 
We must acknowledge that the first steps towards effecting changes in the status 
of emotional and mental wellness starts with talking and talking about it! As one 
of my professors used to tell us, emotional and mental health awareness is not 

madness (pun intended); it is the sane thing to do! Normally, when we are creating awareness about an issue, we 
are passionate about, issues that we feel have been hitherto subsumed in myths, we often focus on saying what 
they are not. While it is plausible to say what mental and emotional wellness is not, I’d rather we start from a what it 
is point of view. It makes sense to walk the talk of awareness when we are all aware.
 
Firstly, it is imperative to note that mental and emotional health is part of the human being wellbeing as is any other 
health issue. In fact, so central in the mental health, that the other forms of wellbeing and effective functioning oozes 
from this critical wellspring. The World Health Organization (WHO) defined mental health as “a state of well-being in 
which the individual realizes his or her own abilities, copes with the normal stresses of life, works productively and 
fruitfully, and makes contributions to the community.”
 
In the longevity of WHO’s definition, there are at least three quick qualities that we can scoop about a mentally 
and emotionally health individual; they are empowered, productive, and resilient. Hence, the mental and emotional 
wellness of an individual is the nerve center of the wellbeing of a community. While people have been ignoring the 
impacts of a mentally and emotionally well society, the problem has been creeping alarmingly into global disease 
burdens. Therefore, it is imperative to look at emotional and mental wellness with the same emphasis as appor-
tioned physical wellness. An investment in our emotional and mental wellness is equally important as that of the 
physical health. When we hurt our arms, legs, or the physique, we seek solace from others. Physical gets attention 
– that one we agree. Why then should we deal with our emotional hurts and mental breakdowns in solitary? Why 
have we allowed stigma to trample over our wellness? The answer lies with stereotypes. I dare say that the field of 
mental wellness is one that has been laced with myths and unfounded misconceptions. Yet the mind and the soul 
give meaning to the body.
 
Katie Kacvinsky, once said, pain is like water; it finds a way to push through any seal. This principle or observa-
tion has been very helpful when dealing with many forms of pain. Psychologists and counselors have encouraged 
people to open up; to let out the pain and speak it out. Studies have revealed that emotional pain and mental torture 
is exacerbated by trying to seal the leaks of speaking out! While misconceptions have it that you can deal with it 
alone, reality dictates that you seek help. Alcoholism, depression, stress, to mention a few are some of the mental 
and emotional disorders that tell all is not happy. We must emphasize on the need for a mentally and emotionally fit 
society. So sensitive is the case that stereotypes cannot get a moment of pleasure. 

Seeking emotional and mental health assistance is not a weakness. A sober soul is a functional body!

Pastor Lucy is the Senior Pastor of Glorious Power Church in North Chelmsford, MA; an author and Counsellor. You 
can connect with her on Facebook and YouTube.
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GOSHEN FAITH EMBASSY INTERNATIONAL

Worship with us at:
471 Main st Haverhill MA 01830

Raising Kingdom workers, changing followers to 
leaders, doing holistic mission work. 
 
Sunday Services
10:30-11:00, Dominion Prayers
11:11-11:35, Equipping Saints
11:40- 1:40, Dominion Worship Service 

Weekly Services 
Monday: 6:30p- 8:00p Music class 
Wednesday: 10am-12pm, Goshen Chapel open for prayers & pastoral care
Thursday: 11am - 1pm, Goshen chapel open for prayers and pastoral care

Friday: 11pm - 4am, Night vigil, prayers and worship
Saturday: 1pm- 2.30pm, Praise and worship & choir practice

“We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us” 2 Cor 5:20
Tel: 781-628-8697,    Pastor No: 901-644-9871, 901-279-8116
Email: Ggoshenglobal77@gmail.com,       www.Goshenglobalmissions.com

EZRA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EZRA CHRISTIAN RADIO
Call to listen 
Conference 978-856-8228
USA listeners 641-552-5815
USA listerners 563-999-3201
Tune In  Ezra RADIO US,

EZRA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
1 SURVEY CIRCLE suite 101 North Billerica MA 01862
Sunday Service 11:00 am
WWW.EZRAMINISTRY.ORG

Pastor Naomi MwanikiRev. Dr. John Mwaniki

EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN CHURCH, RI

171 Pawtucket Ave, Pawtucket, RI 02762
Rev. Jamleck K.Wairimu
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LOWELL COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER

Founded in 1970, Lowell Community Health Center (Lowell CHC) now 
serves more than 50,000 people from Greater Lowell every year. Of 

those, almost 30,000 are patients, with 196,223 visits in 2016. 

The remainder benefit from health information and screening, teen pro-
grams, and other community based health activities. We are committed 
to providing quality, caring, and culturally competent care to each and 
every patient, whether or not they can afford to pay. 

The health center offers primary care, behavioral health services, OB-
GYN services, HIV/AIDS services and outpatient substance use disor-
der treatment programs

Lowell CHC also offers: 
o   Patient Walk-In Center

o   Evening and Weekend Hours
o   Full-Service Pharmacy
o   Lab and Imaging Services
o   Interpreter Services for our Limited English Proficient(LEP) patients
o   Coming in February 2018: Dental and Vision Care
 
In 2012, the health center consolidated its operations under one roof in 100,000 square feet of renovated mill 
space on 161 Jackson Street in downtown Lowell. To meet demand for primary care and to add vitally needed 
dental and vision care services, the health center is expanding once again, by renovating 65,000 square feet of 
adjacent space. The new space is set to open in February of 2018, and we are just completing a capital campaign 
to raise $3 million toward this $25.6 million project.
 
Our patients reflect the incredible diversity of Lowell: 14% identify as African/Black; 26% as Asian, and 15% as 
multi-racial/unreported. Our annual budget is $41 million. Only 74% of our income is derived from insurance 
reimbursement and fees. We must raise the remaining 26% through grants and donations.

www.lchealth.org
www.facebook.com/lowellcommunityhealthcenter
Caring for Lowell. Caring for You.
Telephone: 978-937-9700
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WESLEY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 
DORCHESTER

Our Mission Statement is “To make disciples for 
Jesus Christ, to be faithful in the study and 

practice of the way of Christ, and to reach and serve 
the needs of the community around us.”

All are welcome to worship with us at Wesley UMC, an international 
church 

Address: 1076 Washington St, 
Dorchester Center, MA 02124

We wish all Kenyans a Happy Jamhuri 
day, A Merry Christmas and a Blessed 
New Year!

Rev. Dr. Festus & Mrs. Anne Kavale.

COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP - Nashua

We believe in the well being of the whole man- spirit, soul and body. 
This has been provided for by the death of Jesus on the cross. Our 

mission is to minister the Word Of God that will lead to an experience of 
the blessings of the cross. Our endeavor is to create an atmosphere where 
God is freely worshipped.

ADDRESS - 264 MAIN DUNSTABLE ROAD,
NASHUA, NH 03061 (off exit 5W of route 3).

Service Times
Sunday: Worship Service 10.30 AM to 12.30 PM
Monday: Bible Study & Prayers 6.30 PM to 8.00 
PM

Prayers: Every last Saturday of the month from 6.00 PM to 7.30 PM

Thank and God bless you.
Pastor David & Milkah Ndungu
CCF NASHUA
Tel. No: 603-578-9200,      www.ccfnashua.com
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MARRIAGES IN THE DIASPORA 

By Ven. Samuel Kimohu; 
(Pastor and Author)

Marriages in the modern times are threatened by changing eco-
nomic patterns. Both husband and wife are participating in the 

labor force which has greatly contributed to sex-role equality, mainly 
not out of their plans but as a result of financial pressure. 

Spouses are overworked:  having to do group home job, or CNA job 
or even truck drivers and still find the household duties awaiting them. 
This results to treatment of home duties as a kind of over time duty 
which finds them already tired. 

If there is a baby to be breastfed that night, and the woman is on duty 
24 hours, she might not have the energy to take care of the baby. This 
is a big contrast with the marriages that our fore-fathers had where 
the woman was the home maker; cultivating the land and taking care 
of the children. The husband was the authority figure, protector of the 
family and was the decision maker. 

In this modern marriage arrangements, the spouses have no time for each other creating tension at home. The 
husband begins to feel threatened by his wife’s freedom; to walk out home to those group homes or nursing 
homes and the big check that she brings at home. This might make him feel like his powers in their home have 
been threatened.  Consequently, unspoken gestures surfaces followed by delegation of duties which has very 
serious negative consequences in our marriages.

In Gen.2:21-23-God made a woman to be a companion, and a helper suited to man’s needs. God instituted 
marriage with three basic steps; First, man shall leave his parents, secondly, they shall become one flesh [sex-
ual union] and thirdly the two are joined together to love and take responsibility. If a couple does not sit down 
and discuss their work schedules and marriage responsibilities, 
verbal abuses emerges in their marriage. Yelling and screaming 
particularly out of context emerges. Judging, criticizing, accusing 
and blaming one another becomes the order of the day. 

We must take our marriage responsibilities very seriously and 
be united by our marriage vows. Let us keep our hearts close 
to God especially during times of disappointments in our mar-
riages. Love is an investment in hope, Hope is belief in unknown 
future, belief in yourself and encourage your spouse to do the 
same. 

We all rejoice in our marriage when everything is right, but in 
hard times, the real character of spouses shows up. Remember 
God can put your marriage in a difficult situation for you to grow. 
It is time to be on our knees, the battle is not ours, it belongs to 
the Lord. God is fighting our battles, there are more angels on 
our side than the enemies that are surrounding us.

Ven. Samuel N. Kimohu
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BROCKTON NEIGHBOURHOOD 
HEALTH CENTER 

Brockton Neighborhood Health Center 
(BNHC) is a non-profit, multicultural, 

community health center. Incorporated 
in 1992, BNHC began providing services 
in 1994 in a mobile medical van oper-
ating out of a church parking lot. In its 
efforts to meet the health care needs of 
the community, Brockton Neighborhood 
Health Center constructed a new $17 
million community health center, and 
began seeing patients in this new facility 
in November 2007. 

The new facility doubled the health 
center’s capacity to serve low-income, 
diverse, medically underserved patients 
in Brockton and surrounding communi-
ties.

MISSION STATEMENT
Brockton Neighborhood Health Center is a multicultural organization that collaborates with community agen-
cies and residents to provide high quality comprehensive health care that is responsive to community health 
needs and is linguistically, culturally and financially accessible. We are committed to health promotion and 
disease prevention

No one will be denied access to services due to an inability to pay.
There are discounts available based on family size and income.

Electronic Medical Records
The health center is proud to be using an electronic healthcare information system from   NextGen Healthcare 

to help provide the best care for our patients.

CONTACTS
63 Main Street
Brockton MA 02301
Phone: (508)559-6699
TDD (508)587-4224
Fax (508)559-5073

HOURS OF OPERATION
Adult Care, OB/GYN, Pediatrics & Specialists:
Mon–Thu 8:15 am—8:00 pm
Friday 8:15 am—6:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am—3:00 pm

This health center is a Health Center Program grantee under 42 U.S.C. 254b, and a deemed Public Health 
Service employee under 42 U.S.C. 233(g)(n).

URGENT CARE
Mon–Thu 8:15 am—8:00 pm
Friday 8:15 am—6:00 pm
Saturday 8:15 am—3:00 pm
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GOSPEL
POWER
CENTER

Worcester Branch 
61 Harvard St, 
Worcester MA. 
 
Phone: 508-713-3572
 
Rev. Ben Mwangi
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THE IMPACT OF CULTURAL 
DYNAMICS & MIGRATION

ON MARRIAGE  

By Rev. Dr. Festus Kavale
Wesley United Methodist Church 

Prior to migrating from Africa, several aspects of lifestyle often 
taken for granted were very different for many current “diaspora 

couples.” For one, in Africa labor was both more readily available 
and affordable, enabling such couples to obtain services from a 
variety of people. These included “a house help” whose name may 
have been ‘Mwikali’, ‘Nyanguthie’, ‘Nekesa’, or ‘Akinyi’ who definite-
ly helped with cooking, cleaning and watching kids and sometimes 
helping with the kids’ homework. Such help also came from “Mama 
Sukuma” and “Mama Samaki” who helped cut vegies and prepare 
fish to make the task of cooking evening meals much easier. “Mama 
Nguo” also helped by washing all their clothes once a week for a 
small fee. They also obtained help from relatives, neighbors and the 
community in general. 

Secondly, in Africa, work was mostly a five-day work week with regular schedules generally running from 
Monday to Friday, 8 am to 5 pm and for those having to work Saturdays mostly only half days from 8 am to 
1 pm. Thirdly, owning cars was not a necessity since safe public transport was provided by “Matatus’, buses, 
and “Boda bodas”. Fourthly, exercising was part and parcel of life as people walked to where they boarded 
their buses or “Matatus” as well as from there to their places of work. Fifthly, some basic costs of living such 
as housing and food were lower and sometimes free if one lived in the rural parts of the country where most 
couples owned land on which they often raised chicken for meat and eggs, goats, cows and oxen for milk and 
ploughing in order to supplement their income. And sixthly, most dressing was formal, conservative and more 
affordable. This enabled most women to dress well and to groom their hair with the result of making them-
selves more presentable and attractive.
 
All the above factors obviously also took off a load of work from the couples (especially the wives), thus avail-
ing and providing more time for leisure, community participation (including church) and travel during weekends. 
Moreover, and even more importantly and relevantly, they created an atmosphere that was more relaxed and, 
therefore, more conducive for “love making.” 
 
However, as most of us know, change tends to bring with it both gains and losses. Thus, with the joyous migra-
tion to the west for many African couples also came drastic changes and losses. Such losses included that of 
all the help they used to get in Africa, which meant that they had to do all the cooking, washing, caring for and 
watching kids. The change of new and different work schedules that involved and included the three shifts as 
well as having to work weekends began to mean husband and wife having to sometimes merely greet each 
other at the door due to different work hours and shifts. Honestly, such changes coupled with the tiredness that 
came with it were not helping much in the “love making quarters.” 

And as if to add insult to injury, most of these new couples who may have been professionals in Africa had 
to begin their new lives in the diaspora with working jobs that were demeaning and which they had never 
imagined doing back in Africa. More frustration was also caused by lack of availability of public transport in all 
residential areas which meant having to depend on friends to get to work, to grocery stores, and to church. 
Eventually, some of the couples were forced to learn driving and for some at an advanced age. Less walking 
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was dictated by extreme weather conditions and they also began eating different kinds of foods preserved with 
steroids, both of which gradually began to affect their weights and body shapes. 

They also had to deal with new and sometimes puzzling dress codes (where it would not be unusual for some-
one to go to work dressed in “pajama-like” clothes or during summer where people tended to wear too much 
exposed clothing). With such tremendous changes, their “attractiveness” also began to be affected. Other 
major cultural aspects that also began to negatively affect these couples included things like the “time system.” 
Here, instead of the African “Polychronic” time system where the important thing is utilizing time to “connect” 
with and to “help” others, they were strongly hit with a new western “Monochronic” time system whereby time 
is viewed in a “linear manner” and only as a priceless commodity that must never be wasted unnecessarily on 
people but kept and saved to the second, hence, preserved at all costs. 
 
Moreover, soon values cherished in Africa, such as autonomy and authority of the man as opposed to equality 
with the woman also began to be greatly challenged so that the man was no longer the de facto boss. Instead, 
whether due to lack of help or otherwise, he found himself having to do things he hadn’t normally and tradition-
ally done in Africa such as cooking, cleaning, washing, watching kids, etc. 

By the same token, values changed for both the woman and the children as the new cultural changes also 
thrust new freedoms which were backed by law enforcement forces and that were not common in Africa. With 
all these changes and other factors (such as sometimes the search for papers) all continuing to constantly 
exert pressure on the marriages of couples in the diaspora and with divorce being more easily obtainable and 
acceptable in the west than it was in Africa, many eventually began to succumb to the pressure of going for 
divorce as a viable and quick solution to their predicaments and frustrations.
 
However, as many of us still desire and endeavor to rescue our marriages, some few suggestions would be 
worth pondering. First, we need to both acknowledge as well as understand the numerous changes that have 
impacted our lives and our marriages since migrating to the west. This is because as someone once observed, 
“the secret to fighting any demons is knowing what they are!” Secondly, both as individuals and as couples, 
we also need to clearly understand ourselves by deciding what it is that makes us tick! In other words, we 
have to decide whether we are predominantly “African/American Christians” or whether we are predominantly 
“Christian Africans/Americans”. Thus, we need to decide where God (who’s both concerned and involved in 
our marriages) comes in the order of things in our lives. This is simply because, if for no other reason, many of 
us may know the maxim which states that “for best results, follow the manufacturer’s instructions” and God is 
the manufacturer of marriage. We, therefore, need to listen to and follow His instructions in order to save our 
marriages.

In Ecclesiastes 9:9, we are reminded that God’s key purpose for each one of us who is married is joy/enjoy-
ment of life with our spouses. Moreover, when Ephesians 5:22-33 is read in context, it metaphorically gives 
us the principle(s) for enjoyment in marriage by informing us that the husband’s role in marriage is to give his 
wife four things L, L, P & P (that is—Love, Leadership, Provision, and Protection) and that the wife’s role in 
marriage is to receive or acknowledge/respond to all the above 4 from the husband by being attractive to her 
husband where such attractiveness is shown or demonstrated by her physical attraction, her demeanor, her 
words, and by all means. 

Whenever the above principles are not practiced in marriage, the enjoyment comes to an end and the 
marriage gradually and eventually moves through a “downward spiral” to “a level of “toleration” or becomes 
“something to be merely tolerated” either for purposes such as children, family, church, society, etc. 
Unfortunately, unless such a “downward spiral” is checked or set into a reverse motion by an “upward path”, 
the marriage ends up in death, whether figuratively or in reality. 
 
It’s my hope and prayer that by God’s grace we will endeavor and work vigorously towards making our 
marriages both alive and enjoyable. 
 
Rev. Dr. Festus Kavale
Wesley United Methodist Church 
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Beyond LLC is Licensed by Washington State, Department of Social & Health Services to teach the Healthcare Courses
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LIST OF KENYAN AMERICAN CHURCHES & 
PASTORS IN NEW ENGLAND, 2018
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Rev. Morris Mungai Rev. Kibai M. Gikuyu Pastor Jane

KAPF PASTORS IN NEW ENGLAND - Continued

Mrs. Grace Karanja
(Spouse, Rev. Dr. Charles Karanja)
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KAPF Pastors during the ordination of a fellow Pastor in 
October 2018

KAPF Pastors praying during one of
their fellowships

KAPF Pastors during a recent 
conference

KAPF Pastors eating & celebrating together

KAPF Pastors during one of their fellowships
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VISION
CCF is an International Charismatic Church Family and community of spirit-filled believers 

who love God loud and others as themselves. 
 

CCF is committed to sending believers to the lost and needy, both locally and abroad. 
As a growing mega-church, CCF will continue to expand by planting churches in multiple 

locations.

MISSION
Our Mission Statement is Called Out - Sent Out. 

 
We believe that God calls people out of the kingdom of darkness into His kingdom of light.

Through Jesus Christ people are set free, equipped, and sent back into the kingdom of darkness 
to call others into the light!

 
Visit us online: www.ccfcca.com
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KAPF Pastors praying during one of
their fellowships




